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The low-temperature electron-paramagnetic resonance ~EPR! of the compound semiconductor CuGaSe2 was
investigated. Spectra of as-grown lumps and powders with a defined maximum grain size were measured in X
band. The spectra of two transition-metal impurities, Ni1 and Fe21, could be identified and their appropriate
EPR parameters are presented. The position of the Fermi-level energy within the forbidden zone as indicated
by the occurrence of nickel and iron with these oxidation states is discussed by analogy with previous EPR
investigations on other chalcopyrite semiconductors. An aging effect was observed, associated with the occurrence of EPR signals typical for Cu21. The nature of the aging process is discussed with respect to the
electronic properties of CuGaSe2 for thin-film solar cell applications. @S0163-1829~99!01019-X#

CuGaSe2 is a representative of the class of I-III-VI 2
semiconducting chalcopyrites. The chalcopyrite structure is a
tetragonal derivative from the cubic sphalerite structure. Two
different bond lengths occur in the crystal lattice between
metal and chalcogen atoms giving rise to a variety of interesting physical properties.1 CuGaSe2 exhibits its first fundamental transition via a direct band gap of 1.68 eV at RT. The
optical absorption coefficient is larger than 104 cm21 for
h n .1.7 eV. Electrical conduction in both crystals and thin
films of CuGaSe2, was always found p-type and experiments
for n-type doping failed, although the material is generally
recognized as electronically compensated. Charge carrier
densities could be adjusted by adequate doping from
1012 – 1019 cm23, while effective mobilities in single crystals
were determined to range to about 80 cm2 V21 s21 at room
temperature.2 These optical and electronic properties qualify
CuGaSe2 for absorber layer applications in thin-film solar
cells and energy conversion efficiencies of 9.7% and 9.3%
have already been achieved for single-crystal3 and thin-film
cells,4 respectively.
The knowledge of intrinsic defects like stoichiometry deviations and extrinsic defects like unintentional doping are
important prerequisites to understand the electronic properties of such a material and to identify strategies for device
optimization. Electron paramagnetic resonance ~EPR! is a
powerful tool for this purpose and some dozen EPR investigations of chalcopyrite semiconductors have already been
performed. These investigations mainly concentrated upon
sulfur-containing wide-band-gap materials and lead to the
identification of paramagnetic transition-metal impurities and
stoichiometry deviations.5–11 Later, selenium-based compounds were studied12–16 that are also under investigation for
solar cell applications. In this work we present EPR investi0163-1829/99/59~19!/12268~4!/$15.00
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gations that were carried out on CuGaSe2. In the course of
the work we realized the occurrence of a large variety of
EPR signals in CuGaSe2, from which results are presented
here.
Intentionally undoped CuGaSe2 was synthesized from the
elements as described previously.17 Preparation, storing, and
handling of the starting and synthesized material was either
carried out in the inert gas atmosphere of a glovebox or
under high-vacuum conditions. Stoichiometric mixtures of
the elements (6N Cu, 7N Ga, 5N Se! were filled into vitreous carbon boats that were inserted in a quartz glass ampoule
and evacuated. The ampoule was exposed to a two-step heating process at temperatures of 1100 °C for 6 h and 900 °C for
seven days. Bulky, silver-shining, and brittle lumps were obtained by this procedure. X-ray-powder diffractograms of
crushed and mortared material showed that single-phase
CuGaSe2 had been synthesized. Inductively coupled plasma
mass spectroscopy ~ICPMS! measurement revealed contamination by Li, Fe, Zn, Ag in the ppm range and by Ni in the
sub-ppm range.18 As-grown bulk material was polycrystalline and consisted of small and irregular oriented crystallites
of sub-mm dimensions as was proven by von-Laue backscattering diffractometry. For EPR investigations samples
were filled into Suprasil quartz glass tubes that were succeedingly evacuated to avoid oxygen contamination which is
known to have a deteriorate effect on the electronic
properties.4 In order to obtain orientationally averaged spectra, some measurements were performed on powdered
samples that had been mortared and passed through an
80-mm testing sieve. Experiments were performed in a
Bruker Elexys 500 spectrometer operating at X band microwave frequencies. Samples were cooled in a helium flow
cryostat to temperatures ranging from 5 K to RT. For orien12 268
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FIG. 1. Measured and simulated EPR spectra of CuGaSe2 powder. The
simulation was done by inserting the g values given in the plot and fixing
the parallel and perpendicular linewidths to 38 and 76 G. The measured S
1
5 2 paramagnetic center is assigned to Ni1.

FIG. 2. Orientation dependence of low-field signals measured in
CuGaSe2 lumps at 10 K @j and d, experiment; —, 1/cos(f2f0) fit#. The
signals are assigned to paramagnetic Fe21 centers. The insets display measured spectra for two selected orientations.

tation dependent measurements the spectrometer was
equipped with a goniometer sample holder exhibiting its axis
of rotation perpendicular to the static magnetic field.
Figure 1 displays a background-corrected powder spectrum of CuGaSe2 measured at 5 K. A so-far unidentified
some-hundred G wide Lorentzian signal at g52.034 and a
narrow line with DH pp,1 G at g52.003 were subtracted.
The nature of both signals is currently under investigation
and will not be considered here. We observed two structures
at g52.3478(5) and 1.869~1! that are typical powder spectra
features for a S5 21 system exhibiting an uniaxial g tensor
having g' .g i . The anisotropic spectrum could well be
simulated by fixing the line positions to the values given
above and the perpendicular and parallel component of the
linewidth to DH pp538 and 76 G, respectively, assuming a
Gaussian line shape. Due to an increase of linewidth with
increasing temperature, the signal could not be observed for
T.40 K.
The signal is assigned to Ni1 ions (3d 9 ) residing on one
of the metal lattice sites, most probably on a copper site. On
a metal lattice site the Ni1 free ion’s ground state 2 D is split
by the cubic and tetragonal components of the crystal field,
accounted for by the energy parameters 10Dq, d, and m, and
by spin-orbit coupling into five Kramer doublets. Preceding
EPR work on the related sulfur compound CuGaSe2 that was
intentionally doped with nickel revealed the lowest energy
state of Ni1 to be the 2 B a level.9 The structural parameters
in the selenide differ by less than 5% from those encountered
by the sulfide19,20 and we therefore assume the nickel’s
lowest-energy state to be the same in both host lattices. Our
assignment of the axial-symmetric center to Ni1 in the selenide is confirmed by the close agreement of g values, linewidths, and their temperature dependence compared to the
values encountered in the sulfide.9,21,22 Finally, the density of
paramagnetic centers amounted to about 0.5 ppm which was
found to correspond with the nickel concentration as determined by inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy
~ICPMS!.

It is of interest to compare measured g values of the Ni1
center in CuGaSe2 with those in CuGaS2, the latter of which
were reported as g' 52.3243(10) and g i 51.9185(15). 22 The
deviation of g-tensor components from the free electron
value of g e 52.0023 is seen to increase on descending from
the sulfide to the selenide. This effect may qualitatively be
understood in terms of the ionic model. Although the model
takes an oversimplified view it generally predicts the right
tendencies. Within this model the cubic splitting factor 10Dq
is proportional to 1/R 5 , with R accounting for the distance
from Ni to the four nearest chalcogen neighbors. Considering
the formulas as derived by Kaufmann,9 (10Dq) 21 is realized
to be the principal component adjusting the deviation of g'
and g i from g e , while the tetragonal splitting factors m and d
are only of minor importance. Since the nickel-chalcogen
distance R is larger in the selenide than in the sulfide,
(10Dq) 21 should increase as should the deviation of both g
components from the free-electron value. This is in accordance with our experimental results.
A second prominent signal could only be observed in asgrown polycrystalline CuGaSe2 lumps. The signal showed a
characteristic dependence upon orientation with respect to
the static magnetic field that varied like 1/cos f, where f
accounts for the angle between H 0 and a symmetry axis in
the material. The minimum resonance field Min(H res) or
maximum g eff were found in the range of about 600 G or 10,
respectively. Figure 2 displays the orientation dependence of
two such signals originating from two different large crystallites contained in the lump, while the insets show the raw
spectra that were measured at 10 K. Since crystalline lumps
were rather unshapely, we were not in the position to identify
the orientation of certain crystallographic faces or directions
from their appearance. In order to elucidate the nature of the
observed EPR line the crystal orientation was systematically
changed to identify the minimum resonance field. We found
Min(H res)5592 G which is equivalent to g eff511.34 for a
9.45 GHz microwave frequency. The linewidth DH pp exhibited a strong dependence upon orientation attaining its mini-
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mum value of 16 G at Min(H res).
We assign the signal to Fe21 impurities residing on metal
lattice sites. For an analysis we used the theoretical EPR
formalism as developed23 for tetrahedral Co31. The Fe21
center in a chalcopyrite compound was first observed by
Kaufmann in CuAlS2, 24 followed by its identification in
CuInSe2 ~Refs. 13 and 25! and CuInS2. 16 The Fe21 high spin
configuration is that of a half filled 3d shell with a surplus
electron. The free ion ground state 5 D is split by the cubic
and tetragonal components of the crystal potential comparable to the situation encountered by Ni1 and described by
the splitting parameters 10Dq, d, and m. Since Fe21 is an
even-electron system, important differences arise, however.
For positive m the lowest energy state is 5 B a with S52
which is split by spin-orbit coupling into M S 50, 61, and
62 states separated by D and 3D, respectively. The doublet
M S 562 is the lowest in energy and is finally split into u2&
and u 2̄ & states, the separation of which is proportional to the
fourth-order cubic term a of the crystalline potential.
Since the energy associated with a is of the same order of
magnitude as the energy of the magnetic splitting and the
microwave quanta used in the EPR experiment, u2& and u 2̄ &
states cannot be considered as undisturbed. In the presence of
the static magnetic field H 0 the eigenfunctions are formed by
linear combinations of u2& and u 2̄ & . It is between these new
levels that the microwave absorption is observed in the experiment. It can be shown by a calculation of transition matrix elements that only the g i component may be observed
while the g' component is shifted to infinitely large H res
fields and the signal shows its characteristic 1/cos f orientation dependence.23 Under the assumption that D is much
larger than a and the absorbed microwave quanta h n , the
resonance condition reads (h n ) 2 5(4g i m B H res) 2 1a 2 , where
H res5H i /(cos u cos f). Only the angle f is varied in a goniometer experiment, while the inclination angle u of the c
axis towards H 0 has to be identified by successively changing it. We determined the two free parameters in the resonance equation by systematically changing the microwave
frequency and the orientation of the lump with respect to H 0
and found a50.208(1) cm21 and g i 52.14(3). These values
are in the typical range of previously reported values for
Fe21 in other chalcopyrite compounds.13,16,24,25 The observation of iron impurities in our as-grown material can be understood from the spurious contamination of the starting material, i.e., 6N copper and 5N selenium.
In previous EPR investigations on CuInSe2 ~Refs. 13 and
25! and CuInS2 ~Ref. 16! Fe21 could be identified in
vacuum-annealed material, while in as-grown material iron
contaminations were observed5,6,8,12,26–28 as three-valent
Fe31. The effect may qualitatively be understood from a
shift of the Fermi-level energy E F by the annealing procedure causing a selective loss of the high vapor-pressure component of the compound, being sulfur or selenium in the
cases considered here. In a simplified picture, group VI vacancies in II-VI and I-III-VI 2 semiconductors may be assumed to act as donors. Their enrichment in vacuumannealed samples would consecutively lead to a shift of E F
towards the conduction-band edge favoring n-type conduction. Although these arguments are only of qualitative na-
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FIG. 3. EPR difference spectra of CuGaSe2 powder that was obtained by
subtracting the spectrum of a freshly mortared sample from a spectrum of
the same sample after six weeks of aging. The large hyperfine-broadened
signal is assigned to the Cu21 paramagnetic center, which is simulated with
EPR parameters given in the text.

ture, they gained experimental support from the investigations on chalcopyrite semiconductors. Nickel and iron
contaminants in other semiconducting chalcopyrites were
found to occur with varying valencies.7–9,13,16,27 In the case
of nickel both paramagnetic ions Ni1 and Ni31 and in the
case of iron Fe21 and Fe31 have been identified and especially in CuGaS2 their relative concentration was realized to
monitor stoichiometry deviations.8 Even the position of the
Fermi level could qualitatively be followed by the observation of differently prepared samples.27 In the course of these
investigations, the position of the Fe21/Fe31 demarcation
level in CuInSe2 was identified close to the middle of the
gap.25 Having these results in mind, the observation of Fe21
by EPR in CuGaSe2 is consistent with previous investigations, but appears surprising at the same time. On the one
hand, the observation of Fe21 is consistent with earlier investigations, since lump material was grown under quasivacuum-annealing conditions. On the other hand, the observation of both nickel and iron in such low oxidation states
Ni1 and Fe21 instead of Ni31/Fe31 in CuGaSe2 appears surprising, since it may concluded by analogy with previous
investigations that the Fermi-level energy is not situated
close to the valence band edge but lies distinctively above it.
This was not to be expected for usually low-resistivity p-type
material.
The third paramagnetic center identified in CuGaSe2
merely occurred after exposure to air and appeared as an
aging effect. As was pointed out above, material processing
and preparation was almost completely done in an inert gas
atmosphere or in vacuum. A difference spectrum is depicted
in Fig. 3 that was obtained by subtracting two spectra of the
same sample recorded two days and six weeks after preparation of the powder. The sample was shortly exposed to air
while filling it into the EPR quartz tube, but it was stored in
an inert gas atmosphere before and in the high-vacuum
evacuated and sealed tube afterwards. We assume the difference spectrum to contain only the signal caused by the aging
effect.
The signal is broadened by an unresolved hyperfine inter-
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action splitting and it compares very well with the typical
signature of Cu21 (S5 21 ) EPR powder spectra, see for instance Refs. 29–31. Copper naturally occurs as 63Cu and
65
Cu both having I5 23 and causing the EPR spectra of single
crystals to contain groups of four lines. The measured g tensor of Cu21 is generally rhombic, i.e., three distinctive components in its diagonal form, which holds for many coordination geometries among them the planar and tetrahedral
ones and the distorted derivatives from both. We simulated
the measured difference spectrum and determined the EPR
parameters of Cu21 in air-exposed CuGaSe2 to be g xx
52.07(1), g y y 52.18(2), g zz 52.40(5), and the hyperfine
coupling constants A xx 5A y y '30 and A zz 5140(5) G. The
simulated spectrum is shown in the lower part of Fig. 3.
Although the parameters’ precision is low due to strong
broadening by spherical averaging, large linewidths, etc.,
they lie clearly in the typical range of EPR parameters g and
A of Cu21. 29–31 The assignment of Cu21 as source of the
difference signal is corroborated by the high spin density of
the center which could only be caused by the conversion of
one of the previously EPR-quiet ions intrinsically contained
in the sample, i.e., Cu1, Ga31, or Se22.
It has to be emphasized that a simulation of the measured
spectra by means of an axial symmetric g tensor was not
possible. A distinction between xx and yy components had to
be introduced in order to arrive at reliable simulations of the
measured data. The tensor symmetry therefore indicates that
Cu21 ions have a coordination symmetry different from copper ions in native CuGaSe2 which bonding symmetry is S 4
and which formal valency is 11. We therefore conclude that
for a number of copper ions in aged CuGaSe2 both the formal valency and the bonding symmetry deviate from their
usual values in the material unexposed to air. We propose to
understand the effect in terms of a redox reaction involving
surface copper ions. Airborne oxygen may be imagined to
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cause an oxidation of the copper ions at the crystal surface. If
oxygen is assumed to be bonded to surface copper ions the
variation of both properties of copper as signaled by EPR
spectra may be understood. The valency change would be
caused by the second ionization of copper, while the symmetry distortion would be due to the coordination of copper to
oxygen in the neighborhood. In this context it is of interest to
realize that a pronounced degradation n-CdS/p-CuGaSe2 solar cells was observed when CuGaSe2 absorber layers were
exposed to air prior to deposition of the buffer layer.4 We
speculate that the microscopic mechanism of this degradation process may be understood in terms of a copper oxidation as it was observed in our measurements.
In conclusion, we have presented the first lowtemperature EPR measurements of as-grown and aged
CuGaSe2. We identified three paramagnetic centers Ni1,
Fe21, and Cu21 and gave their respective g- and A-tensor
components. Determined g values of Ni1 and Fe21 could be
understood by comparison with values as measured in other
chalcopyrite compounds. The occurrence of Ni1 and Fe21
signals may indicate the Fermi level to lie distinctively above
the valence band edge in our material. This result appears
surprising for CuGaSe2 that has solely been found to be
p-type so far. Air-exposed material was found to develop an
aging signal that could be identified to be due to Cu21. The
effect is proposed to be understood in terms of an oxidation
of copper ions close to the crystal surface which may be of
importance for solar cell and other intended optoelectronic
applications of CuGaSe2.
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